II. TIME TO REMOVE OBAMA NOW!

Do You Have the Guts
To Face the Truth and Act in Time?
by Jeffrey Steinberg
Aug 23—The entire global straSept. 11, 2012. Up until now,
tegic situation can be summed
Clinton has been intimidated
up in two essential facts. First,
into silence, just as she was inWall Street is disintegrating and
timidated into initially going
the entire U.S. economy is about
along with Obama’s lies on the
to vanish, unless immediate
night of the Benghazi 9/11
action is taken. Second, Presiattack. Now, she must speak the
dent Barack Obama is moving
truth to the American people.
in the direction of launching
There is no way Wall Street
thermonuclear war against
can survive. It is already dead.
Russia. He is seeking an eleThere is, however, a solution.
ment of surprise, trying to outShut down Wall Street, cut off
guess the Russians.
the flow of any further bailout
The disintegration of Wall
to Wall Street. Put the current
Street, already underway, is the
system through bankruptcy reFranklin D. Roosevelt President Library & Museum
driver for Obama’s insane
organization under a restored
This is the cover graphic of a Special Exhibit on
planned provocations against FDR’s first hundred days in office.
Glass-Steagall system. Then
Russia. Virtually everything
begin the immediate emission
that is presented as news is a diversion, aimed at blindof Federal credit to create jobs, under an economic reing the American people and world leaders to the simple
construction program, modeled on the precise measures
reality that we are already in an immediate trajectory
adopted by President Franklin D. Roosevelt from the
towards financial and economic disintegration, and a
moment he was sworn in as President in March 1933.
global war of annihilation.
Take the Wall Street skyscrapers and convert them
Lyndon LaRouche, in dialogue with a Manhattan
into machines of progress, FDR-style.
audience and close colleagues over the weekend,
As LaRouche stated it:
spelled out the clear solution to this crisis.
First, President Obama must be removed from office,
Cancel Wall Street. Put people to work like FDR
immediately, using provisions of the Twenty-fifth
did. We can get out of this crisis—not without
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, which provides
pain, but we can survive and prosper. Listen to
for the removal of a President who is mentally or physithe voice of FDR from afar. We must get the
cally unfit to continue to serve. By virtue of his commitAmerican people to stop being stupid and acment to provoke thermonuclear war with Russia, Obama
cepting the existing system, as if there was no
has proven that he is insane and unfit to continue.
viable alternative. There is a viable alternative,
Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton can faciliand it starts by cancelling Wall Street altogether.
tate this process by publicly presenting what she knows
about President Obama’s willful and lying cover-up of
Cancel the Obama Presidency and cancel Wall Street,
the murders of Ambassador Christopher Stevens and
and all of the pressing problems, which are centered exthree other American officials in Benghazi, Libya, on
clusively in the trans-Atlantic region, can be solved.
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Foreclose on Wall Street
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